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Preface to Special Issue on Persistent Object Systems
Persistent object systems are being developed to meet the requirements of persistent application builders. Persistent applications are those where the application may continue to be required for long periods; for example, medical systems
where data about people are required throughout their lifetimes. In consequence,
the application typically will out-live most of its components and the technologies
that currently support it. Both the data and the algorithms which interpret the data
remain of interest to the people who use such systems.
Persistent object systems also are used to accommodate and process the
wide variety of data that is encountered in these applications. In consequence a
rich, and preferably extensible, set of data types is required and all such types
and the programs that work with them may require longevity. This challenges
researchers to find good models and languages that describe both the data and
programs and to discover persistent object store and language implementation
techniques that yield adequate performance and reliability.
Persistent object systems are a synergy between the developments in strongly
typed programming languages and the advances in databases. The language
background contributes new type systems that are extensible yet expressive and
economically checkable. It also contributes a predilection for simple rules that
combine without exceptions even if this places considerable challenges on implementors. The database research contributes new object-oriented data models and
bulk types which offer: improved modeling power, better abstraction, and query
algebras. It also contributes implementation technology for: stores, indexing, optimized query evaluation, concurrency, and recovery.
There are now many attempts recorded in the literature to combine aspects
of these two major research themes. Persistent object systems are particularly
relevant now as implementations combining much larger proportions of these research themes are emerging as viable platforms for application construction.
The longevity envisioned for persistent applications can only be achieved if
mechanisms are devised that allow an application to evolve without loss of the essential relationship between code and data. For example, the state of some part
of a patient's body may be recorded as data derived from computer generated
tomography. The interpretation of those data (e.g., to present it), normally is encoded as program. Several years later, it may be desirable to view those data again
and so the relationship between those data and that program has to be retained.
On the other hand, it would be unacceptable if new representations and new presentation methods couldn't be introduced during that period. This is a crucial area
of research and the relevant technology that is emerging is reflection. Two forms
of reflection, behavioral reflection and linguistic reflection, are under consideration
and are represented in this issue.

This special issue contains a survey by the invited editors and four articles
that between them represent most aspects of Persistent object system research.
These aspects cover research that is developing a detailed understanding of the
required functionality of persistent object technology, of methods for exploiting
the new functionality, and of engineering issues encountered when building this
technology.
The invited article, "Orthogonally Persistent Object Systems" by Atkinson, M.
and Morrison, R., presents a survey of the research into persistent programming
languages and database programming languages over the past fifteen years. It
also provides an advanced tutorial for those wishing to commence research in
this area from the viewpoint of the programming language research community.
Indeed,.it enlarges upon a tutorial on that subject at the Twentieth International
Conference on Very Large Data Bases (Santiago, Chile, September 1994). It offers definitions of many of the terms used in the other articles, such as: "persistence," "orthogonal persistence," "persistence by reachability," and "swizzling."
Language design principles are put forward as the criteria for designing the functionality of object systems. From this viewpoint, regular and simple rules are of
dominant importance. Type systems and binding systems are presented as integrating concepts. Linguistic reflection is described as a foundation for evolvable
applications. Serious engineering challenges arise during the attempts to implement persistent object stores with the capacity and robustness required for persistent applications. This leads to a catalogue of issues where further research is
required. It therefore sets in context the other articles in this issue.
The first article, "An Introduction to Fibonacci: A Programming Language for
Object Databases" by Albano, A., Ghelli, G. and Orsini, R., reports a good example of the fruits of persistent object system research. Fibonacci is a new database programming language that provides a nice blend of the developments in
both programming languages and databases. For example, it shows the benefit of recent work in type theory and utilizes strong typing, polymorphism, and
higher-order procedures, all from the programming language research stream. It
also has relations, complex queries, roles, inheritance, and objects that have seen
much development in the database context. Such integration of database modeling, program language typing, and computation portends future programming
environments that offer clean and well-defined semantics for the application programmer.
The second article, "TIGUKAT: A Uniform Behavioral Objectbase Management
System" by Ozsu, T, Peters, R., Szafron, D., Irani, B., Lipka, A., and MuSoz, A., reports the design of a new object-oriented data model. As an object based system,
it naturally maintains the relationship between code and data, as methods are
bound to the objects and the objects' state holds the data. It has two particular
areas of interest. It utilizes the same regularity that is desirable in programming

language design to reduce the number of concepts and it makes significant use
of behavioral reflection to permit the extension and revision necessary for system
evolution. This is achieved by making every construct in the language from types
to queries an object, so that other objects may manipulate them.
The third article, "Th6mis: A Database Programming Language Handling Integrity Constraints" by Benzaken, V. and Doucet, A., describes the design of a
language, implemented on top of 02, that describes and maintains constraints
among objects. Defining constraints in the context of objects presents additional
difficulties compared with relational systems. These difficulties are similar to the
extra difficulties encountered in complex object query languages. A mathematical
framework for describing the semantics of constraints is developed and used to
show how constraint enforcement can be optimized.
The fourth article, '~,daptable Pointer Swizzling Strategies in Object Bases:
Design, Realization, and Quantitative Analysis" by Kemper, A. and Kossmann, D.,
illustrates the complexities of developing good engineering to support persistent
object systems. Swizzling is the replacement of object identifiers by local addresses to accelerate program executions. There is a choice of times at which
this may take place. The authors enumerate these and other choices and show
that virtually all strategies have some circumstances in which they are optimal.
Their analysis and measurements are a good example of the careful engineering research that is now appropriate to the development of high-performance and
scalable persistent object systems.
Inevitably, one issue can present only a sampling of the current work in persistent object systems. The articles were selected to illustrate a variety of aspects
of current research, while the survey fills in the broader background and provides
pointers to many articles in the area.
Persistent object systems are demonstrating their potential to radically simplify
the application programming environment, and they are, therefore, expected to reduce the life-time cost of application systems. These results should now influence
the development of object-oriented databases and programming languages (e.g.,
there was a tentative proposal for a persistence annex to the Ada 95 standard). It is
hoped that this special issue will make the particular viewpoint taken by persistent
object system researchers better understood and attract more researchers to the
outstanding issues. It is now an urgent matter to mount large-scale experiments
to demonstrate that the potential of these systems can be realized under industrial
and commercial conditions. An issue of most fundamental importance is how the
longer-term persistence of applications can be supported and, at the same time,
utilize an inter-dependent mix of complex data and sophisticated algorithms.
Malcolm Atkinson
Ronald Morrison

